2019-2020 TTC Catalog

Associate Degrees

- Civil Engineering Technology
- Electronics Engineering Technology
- Engineering Transfer - Civil
- Engineering Transfer - Construction
- Engineering Transfer - Electrical
- Engineering Transfer - Mechanical
- General Technology - Engineering Design Graphics
- General Technology - Industrial and Construction
- General Technology - Industrial Maintenance
- General Technology - Machine Tool Technology
- General Technology - Mechatronics
- General Technology - Welding
- Mechanical Engineering Technology
- University Transfer - Associate in Science

Certificates

- Advanced Automation - Mechatronics
- Aircraft Assembly Technology
- Arboriculture Management
- Architectural Drafting
- Athletic Field Maintenance
- Basic CNC Operations
• Basic Electronic Journeyman I
• Basic Industrial Work Skills
• Basic Machining and CNC Fundamentals
• Civil Drafting
• Civil Engineering - Transfer to The Citadel
• Computer Aided Design I
• Computer Aided Design II
• Construction Engineering Transfer - The Citadel
• Edible Crops
• Electrical Drafting
• Electrical Engineering Transfer - The Citadel
• Electrician - Automated Controls
• Electrician - Construction
• Electrician - Industrial
• Engineering Assistant - Engineer Pathway
• Engineering Assistant - Technician Pathway
• Facilities Maintenance
• Gas Metal Arc Welding Fundamentals
• Golf Course Maintenance
• Horticultural Sustainability
• Industrial Mechanic
• Introduction to Arc Welding
• Landscape Design
• Landscape Management
• Mechanical Drafting
• Mechanical Engineering Transfer - The Citadel
• Production Technology
• Surveying
• Welding Gas Metal Arc and Flux Cored Arc
• Welding Gas Tungsten Arc
• Welding Shielded Metal Arc